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Directions: 

The on-stage question and answer is for the Arch Angels category only.  The questions below are 

related to their Angel Pageant experience or current events or issues of concern to youth.   On 

pageant night, the Arch Angels will select a random question from the list below.  Once the question 

is asked by the commentator, the angel has a maximum of thirty (30) seconds to respond.  The 

Angel may ask the commentator to repeat the question only once.  Once the time limit is met, the 

angel will be stopped immediately (even in mid sentence).  For the on-stage question and answer, 

the angels will be judged on the ability to communicate in front of an audience, and context of the 

answer in relation to the question.  This category is worth a maximum of twenty (20) points. The 

Arch Angels will not be judged on their opinions or personal beliefs.  There are no right or wrong 

answers, just confident answers. 

 

 

 

1. If you were given the opportunity to meet anyone in the world who would it be? Why? 
 

2. If you were the most powerful person in the world how would you use your influence to 
help the less fortunate children? 

 
3. What can you do to empower your generation? 

 
4. Outside of your immediate family, who has been the most influential person in your life? 

Why? 
 

5. What is more important – beauty, brains or wealth? Why? 
 

6. What is your favorite book? Why? 
 

7. If you were given the opportunity to determine the dress code for your school, what 
would you chose and why? 
 

8. If you saw a person being bullied, what would you do? 
 

9. What do you like the most about school? Why? 
 

10. If you could change one thing about your school, what would it be?  Why? 
 



11. Do you think celebrities (rappers, professional athletes, actors/actresses) are good or 
bad role models for kids? 

 
12. If you woke up tomorrow and you no longer had access to social media Instagram, 

Snapchat, Facebook, twitter or cell phones how would you communicate with your 
friends? 

 
13. Do you feel children should be paid to do chores?  Why 

 
14. If you could start a charity what kind would it be and why? 

 
15. What do you think your best character trait or physical attribute is and why? 

 
16. What do you think is one of the most challenging problems facing youth your age today 

and why? 
 
 
 
 

 


